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Abstract—Performance of modern cognitive and interactive mobile applications highly depends on the transmission delay in the

wireless link that is vital to supporting real-time wireless traffic. To eliminate wireless network congestion caused by large amounts of

concurrent network traffic and minimize such transmission delay, traditional schemes adopt various flow control and QoS-aware traffic

scheduling techniques, but fail when the amount of network traffic further increases. In this paper, we present a novel design of

high-throughput wireless side channel, which operates concurrently with the existing wireless network channel over the same spectrum

but dedicates to real-time traffic. Our key idea of realizing such a side channel is to exploit the excessive SNR margin in the wireless

network to encode data as patterned interference. We design such patterned interference in the form of energy erasure over specific

subcarriers in an OFDM-based wireless network, and achieve a data rate of 1.25 Mbps in the side channel without affecting the

existing wireless network links. Experimental results over both software-defined radios and custom wireless hardware demonstrate the

effectiveness of our side channel design in reducing the latency of real-time wireless traffic, while providing a sufficient data throughput

for such traffic.

Index Terms—Wireless networks, wireless side channel, real-time wireless traffic

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

MOBILE computing has been an indispensable part
of every aspect of modern life, by enabling highly

cognitive and interactive mobile applications over het-
erogeneous types of mobile devices. Representative exa-
mples of these mobile applications include mobile cloud
computing [28], resource sharing among mobile systems
[3], wearable and edge computing [16], [51], and multi-
party mobile gaming [27], [29], [30], which fundamen-
tally transform the way people access information and
interact with each other. Performance of these applica-
tions depends on the latency of wireless links connecting
mobile devices with each other and the remote cloud,
support real-time wireless traffic that is vital to prompt
application response.

In practice, the real-time wireless traffic of these applica-
tions may be seriously delayed when competing with other
data traffic being transmitted concurrently over the same
wireless channel. Traditional designs of wireless networks
eliminate such network congestion via Quality of Service
(QoS)-aware traffic scheduling [5], [34] or flow control [7], but
fail when the amount of network traffic further increases.
Another option to alleviate such network congestion is to
allocate additional wireless spectrum that is exclusively used
for real-time wireless traffic. For example, a dedicated spec-
trum is designated as the control plane in cellular networks

[33]. However, such exploitation of additional spectrum is
infeasible due to the spectrum scarcity nowadays.

Instead, another viable solution to removing this funda-
mental limitation on supporting real-timewireless traffic is to
explore a wireless communication side channel, which operates
concurrently with the existing wireless channel1 over the
same spectrum but dedicates to transmitting real-time traffic.
When themain channel is congested, real-time traffic is trans-
mitted through the side channel. Hence, communication of
delay-sensitive applications between mobile devices will
never be delayed by concurrent wireless traffic, and its
latency only depends on the link propagation delay. The key
insight of such a side channel is that the Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) of a wireless channel is usually higher than the SNR
required to support the data rate being used, due to inaccu-
rate SNR estimation and conservative rate adaptation inwire-
less networks. This in-band SNR margin can be exploited to
encode data as patterned interference over the main channel.
The impact of such a side channel on packet decoding over
themain channel, on the other hand, could be efficiently elim-
inated by limiting the amount of additional patterned inter-
ferencewithin the scope of themain channel’s SNRmargin.

In order to support real-time wireless traffic, the wireless
side channel has to provide sufficient data throughput that is
required by modern interactive mobile applications. Existing
schemes have designed the side channel over commodity
wireless networks such as WiFi [8] and ZigBee [54], but are
limited to achieving a data throughput of several hundreds
of kbps. This side channel, hence, can only be used to transmit
small network controlmessages (e.g., RTS/CTS frames) but is
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1. The existing channel being used in current wireless networks is
denoted as the “main channel” throughout the rest of this paper.
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far from sufficient for mobile application traffic. Further
improving the side channel throughput, in theory, needs to
encode more bits into the patterned interference. Such thro-
ughput improvement, however, is difficult because the
amount of interference that can be exploited for data encod-
ing is limited by the channel SNRmargin.

In this paper, we present a practical high-throughput
design of the wireless side channel that efficiently supports
real-time wireless traffic over heavily congested wireless
channels, by exploiting the unique properties ofmodern digi-
tal modulation methods, particularly OFDM which will be
the technical foundation of next-generation high-speed wire-
less networks (e.g., LTE-A and 5G) [52]. Our basic idea of the
side channel design is to encode data as patterned interfer-
ence by erasing the energy of specific subcarriers in the main
channel’s OFDM symbols. Since such energy erasure does
not increase the RF transmit power, it can be used to encode
data into every OFDM symbol in the main channel, hence
dramatically increasing the side channel throughput. On
the other hand, since OFDM modulates data into separate
subcarriers in both time and frequency domains, the amount
of patterned interference could be efficiently controlled by
interfering only a small portion of OFDM subcarriers, with-
out affecting main channel decoding and its resistance to
channel contention.

The major challenges of such high-throughput side chan-
nel design, however, are two-fold. First, it is hard to ensure
precise detection of patterned interference in the form of
energy erasure over OFDM subcarriers, which can be easily
corrupted by the channel noise. A straightforward solution is
to detect energy erasure as the subcarrier with the minimum
level of energy. However, when the channel noise is suffi-
ciently high, itmay increase the energy level of the erased sub-
carrier and hence results in detection errors. Second, our
proposed design also raises unique challenge to channel oper-
ation and control. It is difficult to distinguish data transmitted
in the side channel from background noise, without knowing
the existence of such a side channel in advance. Lightweight
techniques for connection establishment over the side channel
are hence needed without continuous detection of patterned
interference.

To overcome the aforementioned challenges, we first pro-
pose a probabilistic approach to detecting patterned interfer-
ence, which takes the channel noise model into account and
achieves a high detection rate over the side channel. This
approach is also resistant to the multipath channel fading
and ambient noise. We then indicate the existence and the
destination of a wireless side channel by exploiting the idle
time periods between data frames in the main channel and
inserting a specialized preamble between these frames. This
approach, therefore, does not require active cooperation of
the main channel and will not be affected by the traffic status
in themain channel.

We have implemented the proposed system design over
both Software-Defined Radios (SDR) and WARP hardware
platform, and evaluated the effectiveness of our design over
different wireless frequency bands and realistic wireless
applications. The experimental results show that our system
can provide a side channel throughput of up to 2.5 Mbps,
which is 10 times higher than existing work with minimal
impairment to the main channel performance. It also reduces
the delay in commodity 802.11 networks by up to 90 percent,
and significantly eliminates the chance of delay jitters in such

networks. Such delay reduction and throughput enhance-
ment enable many delay-sensitive mobile applications, e.g.,
Skype, to operate in the side channel without any perfor-
mance degradation even if the main channel is highly con-
gested. The traffic from these applications, meanwhile, can be
supported by the side channel without impairing the main
channel performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the existing work. Section 3 gives a brief overview on
our design. Sections 4 and 5 present technical details of the
designs of the side channel and connection establishment.
Section 6 evaluates the performance of our system over the
SDR platformvia network emulation. Sections 7 and 8 further
present details of our implementation and performance eval-
uation over the WARP hardware platform. Finally, Section 9
discusses and Section 10 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

To efficiently eliminate the network congestion, various
QoS control schemes have been proposed to prioritize delay-
sensitive network traffic [42], and the TCP flow control also
helps reduce the channel congestion [26]. However, these
designs cannot scale to the increase of network traffic. Other
schemes, such as mm-wave networking [21], [45], multiuser
MIMO [38], channel bonding [25], beamforming [44] and con-
tinuous link rates [35], strive to alleviate the network conges-
tion by further enhancing the wireless throughput, but
require either new spectrum or additional hardware. Recent
schemes in wireless network scheduling provide MAC-layer
solutions to network congestion based on carrier-sensemulti-
ple access [4], [9] that allows multiple wireless devices to
access the network in turn, but fails when the amount of net-
work traffic and the corresponding contention for channel
access scale up. Researchers also suggested to designwireless
networks as rateless to maximize the channel throughput,
i.e., the link rate continuously varies based on the channel
condition without any explicit channel feedback [14]. How-
ever, these rateless networks incur extra communication and
computation overhead that are generally unaffordable by the
resource-constrainedwireless devices.

Instead, recent studies aim to reduce the transmission
latency by exploiting extra communication opportunities
beyond the existing wireless channel. Existing designs of the
in-band side channel are mainly applied for delivering coor-
dination and control information, so as to improve the net-
work performance without introducing extra costs compared
to the out-of-band approaches. The side channel conveying
the control messages is operated concurrently with data
transmissions in the main channel, without jeopardizing the
latter’s performance. Wu et al. [54] observes the under-
utilization of interference-tolerance provided by most physi-
cal layer implementations, and encodes a small amount of
control messages by intentionally interfering several chips in
each ZigBee symbol. Flashback [8] builds a control plane
with a 400 kbps data rate in OFDM-based WiFi packets, by
interpolating high-energy spikes into OFDM subcarriers.
These spikes transmit at a power level that is 64 times greater
than the power used for regular data symbols, hence allowing
easier detection. However, all these designs are limited to
conveying the small-size network control messages over the
low-throughput side channels. In contrast, the major focus of
this paper is to develop a side channel with a throughput that
is sufficiently high to support real-time wireless traffic of
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mobile applications when the main channel is congested. We
build our side channel upon commodity WiFi standard and
achieve a high throughput by interfering one or more subcar-
riers in every OFDM symbol.

Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access
(OFDMA) [10], a multi-user version of the OFDM design, can
be potentially used as an alternative of the side channel, by
dedicating a certain amount of subcarriers exclusively for the
delay-sensitive traffic. However, the channel throughput for
other traffic will inevitably suffer from degradation. For
example, if two subcarriers are dedicated to delay-sensitive
traffic, the throughput degradation for other traffic will be
degraded 4 percent (2/48). In addition, since our design is
implemented at the PHY layer and requires no modification
of MAC, it can also work in parallel with other advanced
MAC-layer network standards such as 802.11e [23], which
prioritizes the delay-sensitive traffic at theMAC.Applications
which require immediate responses such as workload off-
loading in the mobile cloud [11], [12], [50], furthermore, can
also benefit from ourwork.

Another alternative of the side channel, as suggested by
recent studies, is Cross-Technology Communication, which
addresses wireless network congestion by allowing different
wireless technologies to explicit coordinate their transmis-
sions with each other. FreeBee [22] enables cross-technology
communication by adding a modulated beacon that can be
demodulated from different devices. WEBee [31] further
extended this technique by using a software to emulate Zig-
bee packets fromWiFi devices, and B2W2 [6] enables concur-
rent communication among multiple WiFi and Bluetooth
devices by embedding a Bluetooth message into its over-
lapped WiFi subcarriers. However, the data rate achieved by
these techniques is also very limited. Instead, our side chan-
nel design could provide a much higher throughput in the
side channel with ultra-low latency, and hence could satisfy
the requirements of many delay-sensitive applications on
wireless bandwidth.

Our design for connection establishment and control in the
side channel is partly inspired by another type of the side
channel design, which is achieved through appending pre-
ambles to the wireless channel. E-Mili [56] constructs the
M-preamble to facilitate the sampling-rate invariant packet
detection, so that the WiFi receivers could recover from the
downclocked idle listening mode once a valid preamble is
received. TheM-preamble is comprised of duplicated versions

of complex Gold sequences (CGS), whose length implicitly
conveys the address information. Gap Sense [57] allows a
interaction between mobile devices with heterogeneous types
of wireless networks, by prepending legacy packets with a
preamble consisting ofmultiple energy pulseswith quiet peri-
ods in between. This quiet period conveys control messages,
and can be detected by neighboring nodes with incompatible
physical layers. Being different from existing schemes which
develop new preambles and hence require specialized hard-
ware or software to operate these preambles, our approach
uses a simple duplication of regularWiFi preambles. The pres-
ence of the side channel preamble indicates the availability of
the side channel, and if available, the interval between the side
channel preamble and the regular WiFi preamble conveys the
address of the side channel recipient. Hence, our schemes
could be easily deployed over commodityWiFi transceivers.

3 OVERVIEW

In this section, we first elaborate our motivation of developing
a side channel for supporting real-timewireless traffic, by dem-
onstrating the existence of SNR margin in practical wireless
channels. Next, we briefly introduce the background of the
OFDM-basedWiFi physical layer standard. Finally, we present
the high-level picture of our proposed side channel design.

3.1 Motivation
As described above, our major motivation of designing the
wireless side channel is the existence of SNR margin in the
wireless channel, i.e., the difference between the actual chan-
nel SNR and the minimum channel SNR that is required to
support the channel data rate being used. Althoughmost rate
adaptation algorithms being used in practical wireless net-
works do not directly decide the data rate based on the chan-
nel SNR, such data rate is closely correlated to SNR that
decides whether packets can be successfully received and
decoded. For example, Auto Rate Fallback (ARF) [37] adjusts
the data rate according to the statistics of packet loss in the
past, and Receiver Based AutoRate (RBAR) [17] chooses the
data rate based on the average SNR of successfully transmit-
ted packets.

To further evaluate the amount of such SNR margin in
practical WiFi networks, we conduct a preliminary experi-
ment over USRP N210 SDR boards with GNURadio toolkit.2

More specifically, we emulate different levels of channel SNR
at the sender side by adjusting the transmit gain of the send-
ing USRP board. At the receiver side, we estimate the channel
status at real-time and compute the BER by comparing the
received data frames with expected ones. The experiment
results in Fig. 1 show the relationship between channel SNR
and BERwhen different data rates are being used.3 For exam-
ple, it shows that 5.8 dB is the minimum required SNR for the
9Mbps data rate and 7.9 dB for the 12Mbps data rate, and the
SNR margin is hence 2.1 dB. In practice, such margin is
decided based on the gap between different data rate curves
in Fig. 1. This SNR margin will further increase when the
wireless channel condition improves and a higher data rate is
adopted due to the bigger gap between data curves.When the
data rate increases to 48Mbps, the SNRmarginwill be 5 dB.

Fig. 1. Channel BER under different SNR conditions.

2. http://gnuradio.org/redmine/projects/gnuradio
3. Different data rates are adopted by using different modulation

methods and code rates. For example, 6 Mbps is realized by BPSK with
the code rate 1/2.
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The existence of such SNRmargin, therefore, validates our
proposed side channel design. Particularly, note that tradi-
tional designs of wireless side channels only exploit a small
portion of the SNR margin to deliver the small-size control
messages. In contrast, we envision that the SNR margin can
be further exploited to increase the throughput of the side
channelwithout impairing the performance of themain chan-
nel. The key challenge, however, is how to appropriately limit
the amount of patterned interference being applied.

3.2 OFDM Primes
Our proposed design of the wireless side channel builds
on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM),
which is a multicarrier modulation technique and is widely
used in existing WiFi and cellular networks because of its
high efficiency of spectrum utilization and resistance to mul-
tipath channel fading and inter-carrier interference. Data in
OFDM is transmitted concurrently in closely spaced subcar-
riers, each of which corresponds to a frequency band that is
orthogonal to others. Specifically, each 20 MHzWiFi channel
comprises of 64 OFDM subcarriers that are spaced 312.5 kHz
apart. In an OFDM symbol in the IEEE 802.11a standard, 12
subcarriers (including DC) are null as the guard band, 4 sub-
carriers are occupied by pre-knownpilots for frequency offset
compensation, and 48 subcarriers are used for data transmis-
sion. The duration of eachOFDM symbol is 4ms.

As a result, one OFDM packet could be viewed as a two-
dimensional time-frequency grid, as shown in Fig. 2. All data
subcarriers within one packet use the same modulation sym-
bol mapper (e.g., BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM or 64-QAM) and the
same code rate (e.g., 1/2, 2/3 or 3/4), according to the data
rate being adopted. Different settings of the modulation sym-
bol mapper approach and code rate yield different data rates
and the anti-interference capability. For example, BPSK with
1/2 code rate yields the lowest 6 Mbps data rate but is the
most resistant to noise, and is hence adopted in poor SNR sce-
narios. On the contrary, 64-QAMwith 3/4 code rate provides
themaximum54Mbps throughput by using a denser constel-
lation diagram, and is applied in good SNR scenarios.

In eachOFDM symbol, inverse FFT is applied to transform
the signal from the frequency domain into the time domain.
The symbol mapped into each subcarrier thereby can be
viewed as a combination of the magnitude and phase infor-
mation, or frequency response of that particular subcarrier.
Therefore, if we manually replace the original data in one
subcarrier with “0”, it is equivalent to erasing the power in
that subcarrier. This characteristic will be the foundation of

our side channel design which applies patterned interference
onto OFDM subcarriers via energy erasure.

3.3 Big Picture
As shown in Fig. 2, our primary design of the side channel is to
erase the energy of one specific subcarrier in eachOFDM sym-
bol. At the sender’s side, the patterned interference is only
applied to one OFDM subcarrier in each symbol, and hence
controlled within the scope of channel SNR margin. At the
receiver’s side, an erased subcarrier can be detected as the sub-
carrier withminimum level of energy. Since we do not require
any additional hardware or increase the RF transmit power,
little energy consumption is incurred by the side channel. As a
result, when we erase the energy of one of the 48 OFDM sub-
carriers,4 blog 248c ¼ 5 data bits can be encoded into each sym-
bol and the maximum data rate of the side channel is
5b=4ms ¼ 1:25Mbps. For example in Fig. 2, erasing subcarrier
24 transmits data ð11000Þ2 over the side channel. In practice,
this data rate depends on the accuracy of detecting patterned
interference, and we propose a probabilistic approach to
ensure the precise detection of such interference in Section 4.

In our side channel design, the main channel information
modulated in the subcarriers being erased is unrecoverable,
which could potentially impact the performance of the main
channel. However, such impact could be efficiently con-
trolled and mitigated if prior knowledge of the corrupted
(erased) subcarriers is available. More specifically, the wire-
less receiver first detects the OFDM subcarriers being cor-
rupted by the side channel before feeding the OFDM symbols
to the Viterbi decoder in the main channel. Then, the Viterbi
decoder in themain channel could utilize such information to
reduce the weight of those bits contained in the corrupted
subcarriers when doing its best-path search, known as the
erasure operation, so as to avoid decoding error and data
packet corruption.

4 SIDE CHANNEL DESIGN

In this section, we first describe the overall system design of
the wireless side channel, which requires theminimumhard-
ware modification over commodityWiFi networks. Then, we
present the probabilistic approach to detecting patterned
interference, which ensures the detection rate of patterned
interference in a wireless channel with additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN).

4.1 Overall System Design
The system architecture of the side channel over WiFi net-
works is shown in Fig. 3. Specifically, the real-time traffic is
denoted as D0D0 and conveyed in the side channel, and other
network traffic is denoted as DD and transmitted in the main
channel. Energy erasure of OFDMsubcarriers is implemented
through a simplemasking andmultiplication approach.More
specifically, in the transmitter side, a Pulse Position Modula-
tor (PPM) [46] is applied onto D0D0. Correspondingly, a
sequence of binary numbers, denoted as the mask MM, is gen-
erated with ‘1’ and ‘0’ referring to either reserve or erase the
energy in a specific subcarrier. For example, in Fig. 2, erasing
the energy of the 24th OFDM subcarrier, which corresponds
to encode data ð11000Þ2 in the side channel, maps to the fol-
lowingmask:

Fig. 2. Encoding data as patterned interference into an OFDM symbol.

4. Four pilot subcarriers are not used.
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1|{z}
c31

1 . . . 1 0|{z}
c24

1 . . . 1 1|{z}
c0

: (1)

This mask contains a single ‘0’ in the position of c24, and
is then applied on the main channel subcarriers, which is
equivalent to erasing subcarrier c24 while maintaining all
other ones unchanged.

Based on such scheme, the wireless network system con-
sisting of both a main channel and a side channel works as
follows. First, the modulation process in the main channel
remains unchanged. As shown in Fig. 3, the convolutional
encoder, which uses one type of the Forward Error Correction
(FEC) coding scheme, introduces redundancy into the modu-
lation process for error correction. The symbol mapper trans-
forms the binary sequence to a sequence of constellation
points PP , according to the modulation methods being used.
After the masking procedure, the carrier mapper would
assemble an OFDM packet by filling the data sequence into
the time-frequency grids. The FFT module then transforms
the data from frequency domain to time domain for transmis-
sion. Second, at the receiver side, the signal distortion intro-
duced by multipath fading is compensated by the frequency
domain equalizer, by measuring the misshaping of the pre-
known long training sequences. The packet P̂̂P after equaliza-
tion is then fed to the symbol demapper and Viterbi decoder
for demodulation, and to the side channel detector for detec-
tion of the erased subcarriers. The side channel information
D0D0 is then recovered through pulse position demodulator.

Since our design retains the OFDM-based PHY and the
other layers in the main channel unchanged, it only involves
a minimum amount of modification to the existing WiFi
hardware. We will further elaborate such hardware modifi-
cation in more detail in Section 7.

4.2 Improvement of Data Throughput

Based on this basic design of the side channel, the major
approach to further improve the data throughput of the side
channel is to erase multiple subcarriers in an OFDM symbol.
Let K be the number of subcarriers being erased in each
OFDM symbol, the number of data bits in the side channel
that can be transmitted per symbol is hence blog 2ðCK

48Þc,
which will quickly increase along with the value of K. For
example, a throughput of 2.5Mbps can be achievedby erasing
two subcarriers per OFDM symbol. Essentially, this scheme
improves the data throughput of the side channel by increas-
ing the amount of patterned interference applied to the main
channel. Since such interference is applied as energy erasure,
its amount can be arbitrarily increased, in theory, without
breaching the radiation power limit.

However, increasing the amount of patterned interference
improves the side channel throughput at the cost of increasing
the decoding errors and BER in the main channel, as more
information being transmitted is removed from the main
channel. Therefore, to efficiently control the amount of pat-
terned interference within the scope of channel SNR margin,
we limitK � 2 (4.1 percent subcarriers) in our design. In prac-
tice, the value ofK is declared in the SIGNAL symbol in a reg-
ular WiFi frame. According to the 802.11 standard [2], the
SIGNAL symbol is the first symbol after preambles, followed
by DATA symbols, determining the data rate and the length
of the frame. To ensure reliable delivery, the SIGNAL symbol
is always transferred in the lowest data rate, e.g., 6 Mbps
using BPSK. Similarly, we apply the lowest data rate (K ¼ 1)
in the SIGNAL symbol, to encode the information about the
side channel data rate being used over the subsequent DATA
symbols.

4.3 Probabilistic Detection of Energy Erasure
Precise detection of patterned interference in the form of
energy erasure is the vital factor that determines the perfor-
mance of both the main channel and the side channel. Detec-
tion errors not only reduce the throughput of the side
channel, but also increase the main channel BER by misin-
forming the Viterbi decoder to erase the correct main channel
bits while keeping the corrupted bits. The impact of such
detection errors is even more severe when multiple subcar-
riers are being erased.

The major challenge hindering precise detection of
patterned interference is channel noise. When sufficient
noise exists in the erased OFDM subcarrier, this subcar-
rier may not be the one with the minimum level of
energy and result in detection error, when the straight-
forward detection approach presented in Section 4.1 is
being used. According to [43], the received signal YY in
the frequency domain (after FFT) can be written in time-
frequency matrix notation as

YY ¼ diagðXXÞHH þNN; (2)

where NN is AWGN noise and HH is the Fourier Transform of
the system function of the multipath channel hðtÞ. Since
OFDM can efficiently reduce the impact of multipath fading
by adopting the low-rate symbols and the pilot-based fre-
quency-domain equalization [32], [55], we consider the
AWGN as the major source of the distortion.

Based on such modeling of channel noise, our basic idea
of improving the detection accuracy is to probabilistically
evaluate the chance for each OFDM subcarrier to contain
the patterned interference, and determine such probabilities
based on subcarriers’ energy levels and up-to-date charac-
teristics of channel noise. We denote S as the set of points
on the constellation diagram corresponding to the digital
modulation method used in the main channel, and X and Y
as the constellation symbols of the transmitted and received
signals in a subcarrier, respectively. From the viewpoint of
constellation diagram, the procedure of the subcarrier era-
sure is equivalent to designating an extra constellation
point, i.e., the origin O ¼ ð0; 0Þ, to the side channel signals.
Therefore, X 2 S S

O. Then, the posterior probability for
this subcarrier to contain the patterned interference can be
calculated by the receiver as

Fig. 3. Side channel design over WiFi networks.
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PfX ¼ OjY g ¼ PfY jX ¼ Og � PfX ¼ OgP
s2S

S
O PfY jX ¼ sg � PfX ¼ sg : (3)

When there is no channel noise, Y always equals toX and the
subcarrierwith theminimum energy always contains the pat-
terned interference. Otherwise, the smaller Y is, the higher
probability is computed in Eq. (3). The prior probability of
PfX ¼ Og ¼ K

N where N is the number of OFDM subcarriers
that are used to transmit data in the main channel.
PðX ¼ sÞ ¼ 1=jSj � ð1�K=NÞ for all s 2 S. With AWGN, the
conditional probability PfY jX ¼ sg can be computed from a
two-dimensional Gaussian distribution Nðmm;SSÞ with mm ¼ O,
based on the distance betweenX and Y in the complex plane.
The noise level is reflected by the Gaussian co-variance
matrix SS, which correlates to channel SNR and is continu-
ously estimated at real-time [40].

Since Eq. (3) computes PfY jX ¼ sg for every s 2 S S
O,

such probabilistic detection of patterned interference with a
higher order modulation incurs a additional computational
overhead. For example, the above probability needs to be
computed 65 times if 64-QAM modulation is applied. To
reduce such overhead, we investigate the spacial distribution
of the erased subcarriers in the constellation diagram. As
shown in Figs. 4b and 4c, with a moderate channel condition
where the main channel information could be correctly
decoded, almost all the received side channel signals in the
constellation diagram are within the circle C that centers on
the origin, whose radius r is the distance between origin and
its closest constellation point in the main channel. In other
words, the side channel signals are very likely to be falsely
classified as the main channel signals with the lowest power
in poor SNR scenarios.

In this case, we only need to concern about the received
signals with a magnitude less than r, and classify the others
as the main channel data. We hence replace the set S with S0

in the denominator of Eq. (3), where S0 only consists of the
weakest main channel signals in the constellation diagram. S0

contains at most 4 elements (2 elements for BPSK), which sig-
nificantly reduces the computational workload of our detec-
tion approach.

5 CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT AND

TRANSMISSION CONTROL

In our design, since data is transmitted over the side channel
as patterned interference, it is difficult to distinguish the side
channel from background noise, without knowing the exis-
tence of such a side channel in advance. Lightweight

techniques for connection establishment over the side chan-
nel are hence neededwithout continuous detection of the pat-
terned interference. In this section, we indicate the existence
and destination of a side channel by appending a specialized
preamble to the regular data frames in the main channel, so
as to facilitate connection establishment and transmission
control in the side channel.

5.1 Connection Establishment

We enable lightweight connection establishment over the
side channel by exploiting the idle time periods between data
frames in the main channel. For example, the 802.11 standard
requires a DCF Interframe Space (DIFS) of 34 ms between
every two WiFi frames [36], [56]. More specifically, each
OFDM-based 802.11 data frame starts with Short Training
Sequences (STSs), which consists of 10 duplicate short sym-
bols spanning 16 samples, i.e., 0.8 ms in a 20 MHz bandwidth
system each. The frame detection, together with the Auto-
matic Gain Control (AGC) and the timing synchronization, is
achieved by computing the auto-correlation of STS. Hence, as
shown in Fig. 5a, we indicate the existence of the side channel
by placing a special preamble, as a set of STSs, to the idle
period between twomain channel frames.

Since a STS is the beginning indicator of a WiFi frame, it
can be efficiently detected by the embedded WiFi AGC via
auto-correlation without any additional hardware. Such auto-
correlation exploits the cyclic characteristic of STSs and takes
the power level of the received signal into consideration [41].
InWiFi systems, a newdata frame is considered to be detected
once the auto-correlation coefficients c½n� of N consecutive
samples exceeds the threshold Cth. The special preamble
indicating the side channel existence, hence, can be detected
in the sameway. From Fig. 5b which demonstrates such auto-
correlation process with 10 dB of channel SNR, we can see
that this special preamble can be efficiently distinguished
from the data frame in the main channel, even in low-SNR
scenarios.

5.2 Side Channel Addressing
The destination of a side channel may be different from that
of themain channel. Hence, we encode the information about
the traffic destination of the side channel as the relative time
location (L) of the special preamble in the idle period between
data frames. The address information is represented as

Address ¼ ðL� Lguard � LPreambleÞ=D; (4)

where Lguard is the guard interval between the special pream-
ble and the regularWiFi frame, LPreamble is the duration of the
special preamble, and D is the resolution of preamble

Fig. 4. Constellation diagram of 16-QAM (3/4) under different channel SNR conditions.
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detection. When Lguard ¼ LPreamble ¼ 0 and D equals to 10
WiFi samples (0.5 ms), the WiFi receiver can distinguish
34ms=0:5 ms ¼ 68 different time locations in the idle period,
allowing blog 268c ¼ 6 data bits being encoded and a maxi-
mum number of 26 ¼ 64 devices to be interconnected at the
same time. These data bits could also be used to transmit data
acknowledgments that are necessary for reliable data transfer.

The actual amount of data bits being encoded also depends
on the values of Lguard and LPreamble. A small Lguard or a large
LPreamble wouldmistakenly indicate an immediate start of reg-
ular frame, leading to frame detection error in the main chan-
nel. On the contrary, a largeLguard reduces the number of data
bits being encoded, and a small LPreamble makes the preamble
detection prone to channel noise. By experimentally investi-
gatingwith the off-the-shelf WiFi receivers, we found the pre-
amble consisting of 2 STSs with a guard time of 10 samples is
themost suitable design choice for thewireless side channel.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OVER SOFTWARE-
DEFINED RADIOS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
side channel design over USRP/GNU Radio platforms. The
metrics being used in our evaluations include the data trans-
mission delay, the channel throughput, and the detection rate
of patterned interference.

6.1 System Implementation and Experiment Setup
We implemented our design over USRP SDR boards with the
GNURadio toolkit, which realize an 802.11a WiFi transceiver
over the 5.85 GHz frequency band. USRP N210 motherboards
and UBX 40 RF daughterboards are used, which operates in the
range between 10 MHz and 6 GHz. Both AP and client are
implemented with USRP and a host PC. In the main channel,
the frame generation follows the IEEE 802.11a standard [2]: the
first OFDM symbol of each frame stores 3-byte Physical Layer
Convergence Protocol (PLCP) header indicating the length and
data rate of the frame, followed by the MAC Protocol data unit
(MPDU) where a random sequence of strings is located onto its
frame body. For each OFDM symbol, 32 subcarriers with index
�24 to 11 are exploited for the side channel, excluding the DC
(index 0) and pilot (index�21 and�7) subcarriers.

We use this implementation to conduct experiments in a
5m� 5m office which contains rich multipath fading effect.
The sender and the receiver are placed out of line of sight and
4 meters away from each other. We tune the channel SNR by
adjusting the USRP parameter of Tx Gain, which represents
the RF transmit gainwithin a range from 2 to 30 dB. Themaxi-
mum Tx power then corresponds to 13 dBm. In each experi-
ment, 250WiFi packets of 1 kB are synthesized and sent with
an interval of 2 seconds, ensuring the timely executions of
BER computation and other statistical convergence on the PC
host connected to USRP boards. In addition, the noise invari-
ance is estimated every 5 frames.

Our design is evaluated under the AP-Client mode, which
is themost commonly usedwireless network scenario in prac-
tice. When multiple wireless clients connected to a same AP,
each of these main channel links are independently operated
with existingMAC solutions. The side channels in these links,
however, are also independent from each other and free of
spectrum contention. The upper layer processing above
MAC, such as IP and DHCP protocols, is done on host PC.
Hence, our evaluation results are generic and can be applied
to any larger WiFi networks with an arbitrary number of cli-
ents being connected to the sameAP.

Furthermore, besides the synthesized packets being sent at
a constant rate, we also evaluate our system with realistic
real-time WiFi traffic, more specifically, peer-to-peer Voice
over IP (VoIP) traffic. To ensure smooth conversations
between endpoints, the VoIP traffic has a strict requirements
on the network transmission delay: any delay exceeding 400
ms will seriously impair the quality of conversation [24]. In
our evaluation, we choose to use the VoIP traffic generated by
Skype, which represents the delay-sensitive applications with
real-time VoIP traffic. The VoIP traffic from Skype transfers
an uplink UDP packet every 20 ms, with highest data rate at
64 Kbps as specified in ITU-T standard [1]. Due to the diffi-
culty of directly interacting between the GNURadio platform
and the Skype application, we use the network sniffer Wire-
shark to capture the uplink Skype packets from a laptop, dur-
ing which we upload large files to Google Drive to simulate
congestedwireless network scenarios.

6.2 Data Transmission Delay
We first evaluate the data transmission delay over the wire-
less side channel. In particular, we measure the round-trip
delay for the sender to “ping” the receiver. To emulate the net-
work congestion in the main channel, we generate UDP pack-
ets from multiple devices that access the main channel
between the sender and receiver with commodity WiFi
CSMAprotocol formultiple channel access.More specifically,
we use 4 UDP sockets at each device and continuously trans-
mit packets of 1 kB every 100 ms in each socket. At the PC
host operating the USRP devices, each device is operated in a
separate application thread and the time for each transmis-
sion is individually recorded. Meanwhile, the same type of
packets are sent through the side channel with the same inter-
val between consecutive packets.

The round-trip data transmission delay through the main
channel and the side channel from a single device is shown in
Fig. 6a.When the number of devices increases in the network,
the main channel is getting congested due to multiple
devices’ contention for channel access. More specifically,
when conflicts between devices occur, a backoff timer for the
backoffed device is set by the CSMA BEB (Binary Eponential

Fig. 5. Design and detection of the side channel preamble.
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Backoff) algorithm that has a redoubled backoff window
(CW) with the time slot T ¼ 20 us. The backoff window is set
between minimal CWminT ¼ 2T and maximum CWmaxT ¼
1023T , which gives maximal backoff time at 20:46 ms. As
multiple devices are contesting for channel access, the delay
for all devices to compete transmission is increased signifi-
cantly due to the increasing backoff time at each device and
the channel queuing delay [19], [47]. Thus, the channel con-
gestion will always occur and will further increased with
more devices competing for channel access [18]. Further-
more, since each device is transmittingwith the same pattern,
these devices are equally contributing to the network conges-
tion, and the amount of network congestion is always propor-
tional to the number of transmitting devices in the network.

However, the transmission delay over the side channel
remains constantly at a low level in all cases, because data
delivery will never be delayed in the side channel and only
experience the link propagation delay. It’s noted that there is
a slightly descending trend of the side channel delay with a
larger number of devices in the main channel. The major rea-
son of this descending trend is the multi-threaded decoding
operations at the PC host, which affects the packet processing
delay. The OS at the PC host would provide more than
enough resources whenmultiple threads are used.

Besides, we evaluate the data transmission delay under dif-
ferent channel SNR scenarios, by tuning the RF Tx gain to sim-
ulate different SNR conditions. The main channel’s data rate is
automatically adapted to the instantaneous channel SNR, and
ranges between 18 to 54Mbps. As shown in Fig. 6b, data trans-
mission delay in the main channel increases when the channel
SNR drops, because one packet occupies the channel for long
time and hence creates more channel congestion. As shown in
Fig. 6a, the more congested wireless channel introduces higher
delay in the main channel. In practice, the main reason for the
main channel’s delay to increase is the channel congestion,
instead of packet loss. Hence, only when the channel SNR
increases, the main channel will adapt to a higher data rate,
which reduces the channel congestion and delay. Compara-
tively, data traffic in the side channel is only slightly affected
and experiences a delay increase less than 10 ms. Such resis-
tance to SNR degradation and fluctuation is another major
advantage of our side channel design, and is important to sup-
port real-time data traffic.

The realistic VoIP traffic has also been exploited to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of our design in supporting real-time
applications in practice. The characteristics of the UDP VoIP
traffic and concurrent TCP traffic, which are recorded as
described in Section 6.1, are shown in Fig. 7a. After packet
extraction and reconstruction, we set one USRP board as the
sender to deliver the recorded packets concurrently to

another two USRP boards, which are set to be the recipients
of the VoIP packets and other traffic packets, respectively.

The VoIP packets are carried by the side channel and the
main channel in two separate experiments for fair compari-
son, and the transmission delays under these two cases are
shown in Fig. 7b. The results in Fig. 7b show that the side
channel can effectively reduce the transmission delay by
60 percent (reducing the average transmission delay from
75.1 to 29.7 ms). This 29.7 ms delay in the side channel is
much lower than the maximally allowed delay for VoIP traf-
fic [1], and guarantees the side channel performance for
delay-sensitive applications. In addition, since the side chan-
nel is dedicated to the real-time traffic, packets being trans-
mitted in the side channel will not experience any channel
contention from other ongoing traffic, and hence experience
amuch small delay jitter.

6.3 Detection Rate of Patterned Interference
We first evaluate the detection rate of patterned interference,
when the subcarrier containing patterned interference is
detected as the one with the minimum level of energy. The
detection rates of such patterned interference, when one and
two subcarriers are erased in an OFDM symbol, are shown in
Figs. 8a and 8b, respectively. When the channel SNR is higher
than 10 dB, the detection rate is nearly 100 percent with BPSK
and QPSK. When higher-order modulation schemes such as
16-QAM and 64-QAM are being used, the detection rate would
improve as the SNR increases, and 90 percent detection rate
could be achieved under when the SNR is higher than 20 dB.

Note that in practical wireless networks, higher-order
modulation schemes can only be used if the channel SNR is
sufficiently high. For example, 36 Mbps can only be applied
when SNR is higher than 14 dB, according to the results in
Fig. 1. These experiment results in Fig. 8, hence, demonstrate
high accuracy of detection in practical scenarios.

Fig. 8 shows that the detection rate of patterned interfer-
ence is tightly correlated with the SNR condition, which also
determines the modulation scheme being used. Such correla-
tion can be better illustrated by Fig. 9 which plots the constel-
lation diagrams of the received symbols in different SNR
conditions. When the SNR is good as shown in Fig. 9b, all the
side channel symbols are near the origin on the constellation
diagram and can be accurately separated from the adjacent
four constellation points used by themain channel. However,
when the SNR drops, we notice from Fig. 9a that the symbols
of the main channel and the side channel are mixed together
and become harder to be separated. In addition, the detection
rate is also affected by the modulation scheme being used.
When a higher-level modulation such as 64-QAM is applied,
the distance between constellation points becomes smaller,

Fig. 6. Data transmission delay with different congestion and SNR
conditions.

Fig. 7. Packet trace and transmission delay with VoIP traffic from Skype.
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making it more difficult to differentiate between the side
channel and themain channel signals.

Based on these results, we further evaluate the perfor-
mance of our proposed approach in Section 4.3 to probabilis-
tic detection of patterned interference. The evaluation results
are summarized in Table 1, where (1) and (2) denote the cases
in which one and two subcarriers are erased in each OFDM
symbol, respectively. Generally speaking, the probabilistic
approach of patterned interference detection is able to
improve the detection rate by 20 percent comparing with the
basic detection approach that searches for the lowest subcar-
rier energy, especially in low SNR scenarios.

6.4 Data Throughput of the Side Channel
Built on precise detection of patterned interference, we
evaluate the data throughput of the side channel in practi-
cal network scenarios with different channel SNR condi-
tions. The data rate currently used in the main channel is
decided by the corresponding modulation scheme and
code rate being used, which are closely correlated to the
main channel SNR. Intuitively, the higher the channel SNR
is, the more accurate the patterned interference could be
detected, and hence the higher data throughput could be
realized in the side channel. Table 2 describes the through-
put of the side channel with one subcarrier being erased in
each OFDM symbol. The side channel could achieve a
throughput higher than 1 Mbps with BPSK when the SNR
is higher than 8 dB. The maximum data rate of 1.25 Mbps
can be approached when the SNR is higher than 16 dB.
Furthermore, according to Table 2, our side channel can
achieve a minimal data throughput at 350 Kbps, which is
more than four times higher than the maximal VoIP data
rate from ITU-T standard [1].

Furthermore, when two subcarriers are erased in each
OFDM symbol, the minimum SNR required to achieve
95 percent of the maximum throughput of 2.5 Mbps is shown

in Table 3. Compared to Table 2, at least another 3 dB is req-
uired in the channel SNR tomaximize the data throughput.

6.5 Impacts on the Main Channel
The encoded information conveyed by the subcarriers being
erased is entirely discarded, which will inevitably have
impacts on the capability of noise resistance of the main
channel. To evaluate the impact of our side channel design
on the main channel, we enforce the side channel to the
main channel when the main channel has a BER of 1 per-
cent, and then evaluate the increase of the main channel
BER due to the existence of the side channel. The results are
shown in Fig. 10. Since our proposed design is able to
appropriately control the amount of patterned interference
being applied to the main channel, we are able to limit the
increase of the main channel BER within 0.6 percent, and
hence retain the performance of the main channel in various
practical scenarios.

The BER increase under different SNR conditions in the
main channel is shown in Fig. 10b. Such increase could be
efficiently controlled between 2 to 4 percent for all the eight
possible data rates being used in WiFi networks. By com-
paring Fig. 10b with Fig. 1, we notice that the BER increase
only exceeds 1 percent when the channel SNR is lower than
the required SNR to support the corresponding data rate.
For example, the BER increase for 64-QAM (54 Mbps) is
only noticeable when the channel SNR is lower than 17.5
dB, which is much lower than the required 26.7 dB to sup-
port 64-QAM [49]. Therefore, in most of practical scenarios,
the existence of the side channel produces only negligible
impacts on the main channel. Such small BER increase, on
the other hand, retains the packet delivery rate at the same
communication distance. The communication range of wire-
less networks, hence, will not be affected by the operation of
the side channel.

6.6 Accuracy of Preamble Detection
In this section, we evaluate our proposed design of connec-
tion establishment and transmission control in Section 5. In
our experiment, we adjust the parameter D from 10 samples
(0:5ms) to 30 samples (1:5ms). The misdetection ratio,
as shown in Fig. 11a, can be efficiently controlled below

Fig. 8. Detection rate of patterned interference.

Fig. 9. Constellation diagrams under different SNR (QPSK 3/4).

TABLE 1
Side Channel Detection Rate with a 9 Mbps Data Rate

SNR (dB) 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Basic approach (1) 0.22 0.45 0.72 0.90 0.98 0.99 1.00
Prob. approach (1) 0.34 0.61 0.84 0.93 0.98 0.99 1.00
Basic approach (2) 0.07 0.24 0.56 0.86 0.96 0.98 1.00
Prob. approach (2) 0.18 0.42 0.74 0.90 0.97 0.98 1.00

TABLE 2
Side Channel Throughput (Mbps) with One Subcarrier Being

Erased in Each OFDM Symbol

SNR (dB) 4 8 12 16 24 30

BPSK 0.781 1.170 1.213 1.233 1.235 1.235
QPSK 0.784 1.176 1.237 1.226 1.235 1.225
16-QAM 0.397 0.807 1.116 1.186 1.188 1.210
64-QAM 0.350 0.620 0.888 1.101 1.157 1.200
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1 percent when SNR is higher than 10 dB, and only increases
tomore than 20 percent when SNR is lower than 5 dB.

On the other hand, we also evaluate the false addressing
ratio, which is defined as the percentage of incorrect interpre-
tation of the address information being encoded in the pre-
amble. The evaluation results are shown in Fig. 11b. The
addressing error is mainly resulted from the timing inaccu-
racy of the internal clock at the WiFi receiver, and hence can
be eliminated by increasingD.When the value ofD increases,
the system is more tolerant to channel noise and reduces the
false addressing ratio, at a cost of a smaller addressing space
being supported. Also, the false addressing ratio can be effi-
ciently suppressed below 1 percent when SNR exceeds 10 dB.
Given that 10 dB is the minimum SNR required to maintain a
WiFi connection in practice [49], we prefer to use D ¼ 10 in
our real application and hence allow 6-bit addresses being
encoded into the preamble.

6.7 Power Consumption of the Side Channel
Theoretically, subcarrier erasure reduces the RF power
consumed by the WiFi frontend, and the side channel, hence,
incurs limited additional overhead to wireless network
operations. In practice, since it is difficult to directly meas-
ure the power consumed by the RF frontend on USRP daugh-
terboard, we instead measure the total power consumed by a
USRP board that also includes the power consumed by power
ICs, FPGA cores and so on. We use a DC power supplier
HY3005F-3 to power up the USRPwith 6 V fixed voltage sup-
ply, and evaluate the power consumption by measuring the
current. Our experimental results show that, when a USRP
board is in idle status, it draws 2.29A from the power supply.
A running 802.11a system between two USRP boards, then,
increases such energy consumption to 2.62A. However, when
we further apply the side channel onto the WiFi transceiver
and increase the number of erased OFDM subcarriers in each
symbol from 0 to 3, there is not any noticeable change on the
power consumption. Since the resolution of power measure-
ment of the power supply we use is 10 mA, we conclude
that the power consumption if the side channel is negligible
compared to the main channel (2.62A-2.29A = 330 mA). In
the future, we will adopt a testing device with a higher

measurement resolution to investigate the exact power con-
sumption of the side channel.

7 HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

In order to evaluate our proposed side channel design over
more realistic wireless scenarios, we also implemented our
side channel design over WARP v3 board, which is a FPGA-
based wireless hardware platform. It allows hardware-based
implementation of a fully functional wireless transceiver
over its FPGA core [15] as show in Fig. 12. It hence allows
real-time wireless networking and full compatibility with
commodity wireless devices: since all the Tx and Rx opera-
tions are being conducted over the FPGA hardware instead
of via GNU software emulation, it incurs near-zero computa-
tion delay to our proposed side channel operation for simu-
lating the performance in commoditywireless devices.

On the other hand, our implementation only requires the
minimum modification to the existing wireless system hard-
ware. More specifically, our design only adds one extra sub-
system to the commodity WiFi PHY with the minimum
complexity, by applying only few multiplexers and multi-
pliers to theWiFi hardware chip. In our implementation over
theWARP boards, this extra subsystem only introduces 0.001
percent more usage of theWARP board’s FPGA logic resour-
ces and 50 ns additional computational delay, as discussed
and evaluated in Sections 7.2 and 8.3.

7.1 Implementation Overview
The architecture of our hardware implementation of the
side channel design is shown in Fig. 13. Based on the

Fig. 10. Impact on the main channel: (a) BER increase under 1 percent
main channel BER; (b) BER increase under different SNR conditions.

TABLE 3
SNR Requirement with Two Subcarriers Being

Erased in Each OFDM Symbol

Modulation type BPSK QPSK 16-QAM 64-QAM

Minimum SNR (dB) 13 15 20 27

Fig. 11. Accuracy of preamble detection with additional preamble.

Fig. 12. Warp3 platform.
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original 802.11 PHY structure, the added side channel sub-
system is highlighted in color. It does not affect any existing
modules in the existing 802.11 PHY, but instead adds new
sub-blocks after channel modulation in the Tx side and
channel equalization in the Rx side.

At the Tx side, the side channel block is added when the
main channel’s modulation starts after its OFDM subcarriers
are generated. The side channel block is operating in parallel
with the modulation block in the main channel. In the side
channel, the input data stream will build a data codeword
with every 5 data bits, and this side channel codeword repre-
sents the location of subcarrier to be erased in the main chan-
nel. Afterwards, the I/Q data for this subcarrier in the main
channel will be changed to zero, indicating erasure of subcar-
rier energy. Details will be described in Section 7.2.

At the Rx side, after the received RF signal passes
through channel equalization, a subsystem for detecting the
index of subcarrier with the minimum power in the
received OFDM symbols is added to the original 802.11
receiver, and the side channel codeword is then represented
by the subcarrier index with the lowest power. In our imple-
mentation, the main channel subcarrier with the minimum
power is decided by comparing the I/Q signal of the OFDM
symbol in different the main channel subcarriers. Finally, a
5-bit hardware decoder is used to convert the side channel
codeword to side channel data.

7.2 Delay Reduction
Adding the side channel operation to erase the subcarrier
energy in the existing 802.11 system may incur additional
computational delay on the Tx side. Such delay in FPGA design
is represented by clock cycles, i.e., the amount of main clock
cycles that are needed to process each side channel codeword.

To minimize such delay, as shown in Fig. 14, we strive to
implement the side channel Tx by solely using comparators
and multiplexers that introduces no extra delay in hardware,
and avoid using blocks ofmultipliers or adders, each ofwhich
adds three extra clock cycles of delay into the design over the
Virtex-6 FPGA core onWARP v3. More specifically, as shown
in Fig. 14, we pre-load the entire set of 32 possible 5-bit code-
words (i.e., 00000 to 11111) in the on-board RAM ofWARP. A
comparator that compares the side channel codeword with
the pre-load codewords is then used to find out which code-
word is actually being transmitted in the side channel. After-
wards, instead of using a multiplier, we use a multiplexer
(MUX) to apply signal ‘0’ to the corresponding main channel
subcarrier by replacing the original signal in that subcarrier.
In this way, we can effectively reduce the delay caused by the
side channel computation to zero in theory on Tx.

However, multipliers will be required at the Rx side to cal-
culate the power in each main channel subcarrier from its I/

Q signal. Therefore, the additional computation delay at the
Rx side is inevitable, and we will experimentally evaluate
such delay in Section 8.3.

7.3 Channel Symbol Synchronization
Another crucial issue in our implementation is how to pre-
cisely synchronize between the side channel and the main
channel. If they are not synchronized, the side channel code-
word will be mapped to wrong subcarriers in the main chan-
nel and result in serious bit errors. However, the accuracy of
such synchronization is generally difficult to be ensured at
FPGA, because the generation of the main channel subcar-
riers and PHY-layer mapping of the side channel codewords
could take different amounts of computational time at the
FPGA core ofWARP.

To solve this problem, as shown in Fig. 14, our system
asserts a starting pulse after the first symbol is generated in
the main channel. This starting pulse is sent to the side chan-
nel block for synchronization, and the generation of the side
channel codewords will then be triggered by this pulse. Since
the main channel modulation takes negligible computational
delay after the rising edge of the starting pulse, and genera-
tion of the side channel codewords also produces zero com-
putation delay according to Section 7.2, they can be precisely
synchronizedwith each other.

8 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OVER WIRELESS

HARDWARE

Built on our hardware implementation in Section 7, we fur-
ther evaluate the performance of our side channel design
over the 2.4 GHz frequency band in practical wireless sce-
narios, in which the wireless network may be unexpectedly
interfered by concurrent wireless transceivers or disrupted
due to various environmental uncertainty.

8.1 Experiment Setup
Our experiments are solely operated by the WARP v3
boards without the help of host PC. In our experiments,
packets with random payload of 1,400 bytes are constantly
transmitted in the main channel, and one subcarrier among
the 52 OFDM data subcarriers in each symbol of the main
channel is exploited as the side channel. To test the perfor-
mance of our design under different channel conditions, we
tune the Tx gain on WARP transceivers from �9 to 11 dB, to
achieve a maximum main channel SNR at 23 dB. To evalu-
ate the communication and computation overhead of the
side channel operations, each WARP board is connected to
a laptop PC with Intel 4720HQ 2.6 Ghz and 16 Gb of mem-
ory through an ethernet cable at 1 Gbps. All the experiment
results are averaged over multiple experiment runs under
different indoor setup for statistical convergence.

Fig. 13. Side channel implementation over WARP.

Fig. 14. Details of Tx design over WARP.
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8.2 Side Channel Performance
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our side chan-
nel design in the more commonly used 2.4 GHz frequency
band. Our experiment is conducted between two WARP
boards, one of which serves as the wireless access point (AP)
and provides wireless access in the 2,414 MHz channel with
differentmodulation schemes.

We first evaluate the side channel performance with rate
adaption. Fig. 15a shows how the main channel’s link rate
fluctuates when the main channel SNR varies. Correspond-
ingly, Fig. 15b shows the side channel performance under
such fluctuation. When the main channel’s data rate drops to
9 and 12 Mbps under poor channel SNR conditions, the side
channel throughput is still as high as 1.07 Mpbs. Fig. 15b also
shows that the side channel has at least 89 percent of its maxi-
mum throughput under all SNR conditions, and demonstrates
that our design can maintain the side channel throughput
evenwith highly dynamicmain channel conditions.

As shown in Fig. 16, the side channel BER steadily drops
when the main channel SNR improves. When the main chan-
nel SNR is greater than 12 dB, the side channel BER is lower
than 5 percent with BPSK and QPSK modulation. When the

main channel SNR is higher than 19 dB, the side channel BER
is lower than 5 percent for all modulation schemes. Further-
more, Fig. 17 shows that themain channel throughput suffers
little performance loss from the existence of the side channel,
and retains more than 98.5 percent of its original throughput.
In particular, when different modulation schemes apply in
themain channel, the loss in the throughput is negligible.

In our experiments, we observed a 5 percent difference in
the side channel BER, when comparing our results with the
results under the samemain channel SNR obtained in Section
6.3 over the 5 GHz band. The primary reason for such differ-
ence is that the 2.4 GHz band is more commonly used and
hence has more interference from surrounding wireless
devices. Such difference may also be caused by the RF hetero-
geneity of differentwireless transceivers being used in experi-
ments. Generally speaking, we conclude that our side channel
design has a consistent performance over both 2.4 and 5 Ghz
wireless channels.

8.3 Computation Delay and Overhead
In this section, we evaluate extra computation delay caused
by the side channel operation at the wireless PHY. As we
stated in Section 7.2, the side channel Rxwill introduce 8 add-
itional clock cycles to finish due to the involvement of multi-
pliers. With a 160 Mhz main clock on the WARP v3 board,
such delay brought by the side channel operation is 50 ns at
the receiver.

Based on such result, we can further evaluate the extra
processing power required by the side channel operations.
Since we implemented the side channel over WARP’s FPGA
core as slices with basic digital logic blocks such as LUTs,
flip-flops and carry logic elements, we can measure such
computation overhead as the amount of slice registers being
used in the FPGA implementation. More specifically, the Vir-
tex-6 FPGA on theWARP v3 board has 37,680 slices of config-
urable logic blocks, and our side channel implementation
only introduces only 0.001 percentmore usage of these comp-
utational resources.

8.4 Impact of Channel Interference

To further investigate the performance of our side channel
design in practical wireless scenarios with strong interfer-
ence, we introduce a thirdWARP node running as an original
WiFi AP into experiments, and place it between the two other
wireless transceivers that operate the side channel. This node
is configured to keep broadcasting dumb data over the same
frequency band where the main channel is operated. As

Fig. 15. Side channel and main channel performance with fluctuating
main channel data rate.

Fig. 16. Side channel BER in the 2.4 GHz channel.

Fig. 17. Main channel throughput with different modulation scheme.
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shown in Fig. 18, the amount of channel interference could be
then controlled by varying the distances d1 and d2 between
the threewireless nodes.

In the first experiment, we set d1 ¼ 3m and d2 ¼ 0:15m,
and the Tx power for node C is set to 15 dBm.We then evaluate
the main channel and the side channel throughputs at the same
time. Table 4 lists the maximal throughputs in the side channel
and the main channel, respectively, and shows that the main
channel throughput can suffer up to 55 percent degradation
with 64-QAM modulation, compared to that without interfer-
ence. On the contrary, the side channel throughput remains at
the same level, and we only witness a maximum of 1 percent
performance loss with 64-QAM. This result shows that when
themain channel throughput is greatly impacted by the interfer-
ence, the impact of throughput on the side channel is negligible.

Furthermore, we increase d1 to 7 m, so that the wireless
interference from C is relatively even stronger at the side
channel receiver B. We fixed the A’s transmission power and
B’s receiver gain at the same level of �5 dB, which gives the
channel SNR around 9 dB at B. According to the results
shown in Fig. 19, when 64-QAM modulation is used in
the main channel, the side channel BER could increase by
7 percent. For all other modulation schemes used in the main
channel, our design could effectively restrain the BER
increase within 5 percent. Considering the low levels of the
side channel BER, the impact of channel interference on the
side channel operation is nearly negligible. These experiment
results show that, in most of the practical environments, the
extra wireless transciever will have negligible impact on our
side channel operation, even when the main channel perfor-
mance is heavily impacted by the interference.

9 DISCUSSIONS

9.1 Reducing the Main Channel BER
In our current design of the wireless side channel, erasing
OFDM subcarriers will inevitably result in data loss and BER
increase in the main channel. Our experiment results in
Section 6.5 have shown that the existence of the side channel

could potentially increase the BER of the main channel by up
to 1 percent in practical scenarios. To better understand such
increase of themain channel BER,we categorize the patterned
interference being applied on the main channel into two
groups, i.e., the destructive interference and non-destructive
interference. In destructive interference design such as Flash-
back [8] and our current design, the entire OFDM subcarrier
is interfered, andwe are unable to estimate the original wave-
form in the interfered subcarrier from the interfered signal.
Although this design reduces the complexity of interference
detection and the operations of the side channel, it raises
more challenge to reduce themain channel BER.

On the other hand, a design based on non-destructive
interference allows estimation of the original signal wave-
form in the interfered subcarrier from the received signal. A
viable solution to such estimation is to interpolate weak inter-
ference to an OFDM subcarrier. Such interpolation, however,
requires the design of a highly robust signal and a channel
detector, especially in low SNR scenarios. Such robustness
could be possibly achieved by exploiting the interference can-
cellation techniques which cancel the intended interference
and recover the information being interfered [53].

9.2 Further Improvement of Side Channel
Throughput

Another limitation of our current design is that, the desig-
nated throughput of the side channel remains constant in dif-
ferent SNR scenarios. In other words, the increase of channel
SNR does not benefit the side channel, whose data rate is lim-
ited by the elapsed time of an OFDM symbol. Howeverwhen
the channel SNR is sufficiently high, interference that is
weaker than energy erasure could also be possibly detected.
The throughput of the side channel, may increased by
appending more interference. To further increase such
throughput, amodulation approach in the side channel based
on non-destructive interference is desired, and a new data
rate adaptation mechanism should be introduced in the side
channel to take the channel SNR condition and the modula-
tion scheme in the main channel into account. Under good
SNR conditions, a viable solution is to utilize minimum but
detectable non-destructive interference to intentionally inter-
fere each subcarrier in an OFDM symbol, which yields a big
increase in the side channel throughput.

9.3 Multiple-Access Side Channels
Our side channel design being proposed in this paper
requires that the side channel and the main channel are

Fig. 18. Nodes placement.

Fig. 19. Side channel BER with wireless interference. Tx power is
set as �5 dB.TABLE 4

Channel Throughput (Mbps)

Modulation BPSK QPSK 16-QAM 64-QAM

Main channel
5.4

(6.85)
8.19

(12.54)
11.68
(17.97)

13.99
(25.46)

Side channel
1.22
(1.22)

1.22
(1.22)

1.21
(1.21)

1.20
(1.19)

Numbers in brackets are the throughput without interference.
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operated by the same wireless device. In many practical
application scenarios such as large-scale IoTs, however, mul-
tiple wireless devices may transmit delay-sensitive data traf-
fic simultaneously. Hence, these devices will requiremultiple
access to the side channel. Designing such multiple-access
side channels is challenging due to the following reasons.
First, when the side channel and the main channel are oper-
ated by different wireless devices, the RF signal of the side
channel will be appended to the main channel signal as extra
interference, and it is hence difficult to demodulate the side
channel data being transmitted from the mixed signal. Sec-
ond, the side channel signal has to be transmitted with much
weaker power to minimize its impact on the main channel.
This reduction in Tx power lowers the side channels effective
SNR and increases the error rate of data demodulation. These
challenges need further modifications to the side channel
design, and suchmodificationswill be our futurework.

9.4 Correlation with Wireless Packet Scheduling
Wireless parket scheduling algorithms, such as Improved
Channel State Dependent Packet Scheduling (I-CSDPS) [13]
and Channel-condition Independent packet Fair Queueing
(CIF-Q) [39], aim to maximize the wireless system capacity
by allocating transmission opportunities among different
wireless users in the network. However, such scheduling can
only be done after CSMA resolved the packet collision and
link congestion in thewireless channel, and hence has limited
capability of addressing the link delay due to users’ conten-
tion for channel access. Furthermore, as more users compet-
ing for the limited channel resource, the delay from packet
scheduling will increase significantly due to the increasing
CSMA back-off time, and the efficiency of such packet sched-
uling will surely drop. On the contrary, data traffic being
transmitted in the side channel will not be impacted by such
link congestion in anyway, and instead only experiences the
link propagation delay.

Furthermore, the major focus of our side channel design is
orthogonal to wireless link scheduling algorithms, such asMax-
imum Weight Scheduling (MWS) [48] and distributed greedy
(DistGreedy) [20] algorithm. These algorithms focus on reduc-
ing the total queuing delay in a multi-hop wireless network,
and hence require global information about the conditions of
multiple wireless links. In contrast, our side channel design
aims to reduce the transmission delay in a single wireless link.

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a novel design of high-throughput
wireless side channel, which efficiently supports real-time
wireless traffic without consuming any additional wireless
spectrum resource. The basic idea of our side channel design
is to exploit the SNR margin in the main channel to encode
data as patterned interference, and realize such patterned
interference as energy erasure over OFDM subcarriers. We
have implemented and evaluated the side channel design
over practical SDRplatforms andFPGAbased hardware plat-
form. The experiment results verify the effectiveness of the
side channel in reducing the data transmission latency and
providing a data throughput higher than 1 Mbps, with mini-
mum impact on the performance of the main wireless chan-
nel. Our future work will incorporate the proposed side
channel design into latest wireless network standards, such
as 802.11n and 802.11ac.
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